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The work described here is an investigation of thermoelectric phenomena in bipolar semiconductors and p-n
junctions. In contrast to majority-carrier semiconductors in which a constant material-dependent Peltier coefficient is defined for a given temperature, bipolar devices can be modeled by introducing a bias-dependent
Peltier coefficient at interfaces that takes into account the variation of the carriers’ average transport energy. It
is shown that this effective Peltier coefficient can vary by orders of magnitude as a function of applied bias,
and can give rise to interfacial thermoelectric cooling or heating depending on device parameters. The biasdependent bipolar Peltier coefficient is modeled analytically for short-length and long-length diodes, and the
different regimes of bias for which cooling is achieved are described, as well as the effects of recombination,
length, and doping. Analytical expressions to optimize the thermoelectric effect inside an idealized diode
cooler are presented with numerical results for several common semiconductors, a figure of merit for internal
diode cooling is introduced, and extensions of the model are given for applications such as the internal cooling
of a semiconductor laser diode.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Optical refrigeration has been proposed as a cooling
mechanism in light-emitting semiconductor devices.1–3 In
this process, heat energy is transported out of the device
through the radiative recombination of thermally excited carriers whose energies are greater than the electrical bias energy. While this phenomenon is relevant to optical devices in
general, cooling has only been measured to date in optically
pumped devices, for which Joule heating is negligible. The
dominant heating processes in this case are nonradiative recombination and photon absorption; a high external efficiency is thus required in order to demonstrate overall optical
cooling.4
Electrical refrigeration has been demonstrated in semiconductor devices through both thermoelectric effects5 and thermionic emission.6,7 Thermoelectric effects such as Peltier
cooling occur when carriers move between regions in which
their near-equilibrium energy distribution changes, while
thermionic emission is a nonequilibrium effect analogous to
evaporative cooling through which hot electrons are selectively emitted across a heterointerface.
Although many light-emitting devices are electrically
pumped, internal thermoelectric effects have generally been
neglected as a mechanism for cooling. These effects have
been shown to be of comparable magnitude to heating
sources in certain homojunction and heterojunction lightemitting diodes and diode lasers,8,9 and they are relevant to
bipolar devices in general.
The nature of bipolar devices leads to a thermoelectric
description that is significantly more complicated than the
traditional bulk model used for conventional Peltier coolers.
Previous work has applied descriptions of thermopower in
bulk regions where electrons and holes are not in
equilibrium10,11 to the modeling of heterojunction bipolar
0163-1829/2002/66共12兲/125316共11兲/$20.00

transistors12,13 and photovoltaic devices in reverse bias/low
current conditions.14 Previous thermoelectric analysis of biased diode structures has addressed junction Peltier effects
related to minority carrier injection but has not related these
effects to a temperature profile or derived a figure of merit.15
A description of the operating point dependence of the bipolar thermoelectric coefficients under forward bias is useful
for examining the regimes for which device cooling is optimized, especially for devices such as lasers that operate exclusively in forward bias. The analytic expressions derived
can be used to tailor the design of devices from a thermoelectric perspective. While net cooling 共optical refrigeration兲
may not be easily achieved in electrically pumped lightemitting devices, the distribution of heating and cooling
sources can be rearranged to reduce the temperature at certain regions of the device.
Here we derive the relevant parameters through analytic
means for ideal short-base and long-base homojunction p-n
diodes; in comparison with conventional Peltier coolers, we
then optimize cooling with respect to region width, current
density, and doping for several semiconductor materials.
II. PELTIER HEAT EXCHANGE

The Peltier effect describes heat exchange that takes place
at the junction of two different materials when electrical current flows between them. It is caused by the fact that the
average energy that electrons transport can vary from material to material; when crossing between two such regions,
charged carriers compensate for this energy difference by
exchanging heat energy with the surrounding lattice. A material’s Peltier coefficient ⌸ is related16 to the average energy
共with respect to the Fermi energy兲 transported by its electrical carriers through Ē tr ⫽q 兩 ⌸ 兩 ; the amount of heat exchanged for a given current I across a junction is equal to
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FIG. 1. Variation of the Peltier coefficient with Fermi energy.

⌬⌸*I. The Peltier coefficient is negative if transport is by
electrons and positive if transport is by holes. For a semiconductor with carriers characterized by a Fermi-Dirac distribution f eq with Fermi energy E F , the Peltier coefficient is
given 共using the relaxation-time approximation under the assumption of a small bias-dependent perturbation of f eq) by
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where the ‘‘differential’’ conductivity  (E) gives the contribution of a carrier at energy E to the overall conductivity17,18
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in terms of the relaxation time  (E), average carrier velocity
v̄ x (E), and average carrier density n̄(E). From Eq. 共1兲 it is
apparent that 兩 ⌸ 兩 increases as the carrier distribution becomes more asymmetric with respect to the Fermi energy,
since  f eq /  E is sharply peaked near E F . The Peltier coefficient thus has an inverse relationship with doping, as shown
in Fig. 1, since decreasing doping moves the Fermi energy
further into the band gap while the carriers are constrained to
stay in the band. The slight dependence of the Peltier coefficient on temperature will be neglected here.
For a nondegenerate semiconductor, the Boltzmann approximation to f eq is valid, and ⌸ can be approximated as17
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For III-V semiconductors such as GaAs, the dominant scattering mechanism is through optical phonons; for temperatures less than the Debye temperature (T D ⫽344 K for
GaAs兲, r e ⫽r h ⫽r⫽ 21 . In some texts on thermolectrics, the
scattering parameter is defined in terms of mean free time
 (E)⫽  0 (E⫺E C ) r ⬘ . Since electron velocity is proportional
to 冑E, r e⬘ ⫽r e ⫺ 21 .
The dependence of the Peltier term on doping is further
illustrated in Fig. 2, which explicitly shows the electron
Peltier term in n-GaAs. For E Fe⬍E C 共i.e., the Boltzmann
limit兲, the Peltier term is equal to (E Fe⫺E C)/q minus a small
offset due to the variation of the average transport energy
within the band as described by Eq. 共3兲. As the doping increases beyond the level approximated by the Boltzmann
limit E Fe⫺E C increases rapidly, but the Peltier coefficient
decreases in magnitude rapidly; the net effect is that the
Peltier coefficient increases approximately linearly with the
logarithm of the doping. Defining the Peltier coefficient in
terms of doping, then, is exact in the Boltzmann limit and
also a good approximation in the Fermi-Dirac limit
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for electrons and holes, respectively, where N D and N A are
the donor and acceptor concentrations and N C,V is the effective density of states given by
N C,V ⫽2
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where r e is the scattering parameter for electrons defined in
terms of the mean free path l e by
l e ⫽ v e  e ⫽l 0 共 E⫺E C 兲 r e .

FIG. 2. Variation of the electron Peltier coefficient in n-GaAs.
The solid line is calculated using Fermi-Dirac statistics 关Eq. 共1兲兴;
the dotted line is the linear fit of Eq. 共3a兲.
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In the case of a layer of semiconductor material between
two metal contacts, current flow causes heat to be extracted
at one metal/semiconductor junction and deposited at the
other junction, as shown in Figs. 3共a兲 and 3共c兲. In this case,
current is carried by majority carriers that are either electrons
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FIG. 3. Illustration and band structure of 共a兲,共c兲 conventional
Peltier cooler and 共b兲,共d兲 p-n junction diode. Note that the direction
of current to achieve the same cooling profile is different in the two
cases.

or holes depending on whether the semiconductor is doped
with donors (n-type doping兲 or acceptors (p-type doping兲,
respectively. Since electrons and holes have opposite charge,
carriers in n-type and p-type regions flow in opposite directions for a given direction of current flux, and heat will be
extracted/deposited at the same junctions. If a series of alternating n-type and p-type layers are connected to each other
by metal contacts, the heat exchange at the junctions will
also alternate between cooling and heating. By fabricating a
structure such that the cooling and heating junctions are on
opposite sides of a flat array, an overall heat flux can be
achieved from one side of the array to the other. This method
of connecting an array of n-type and p-type materials with
metal junctions such that they are electrically in series and
thermally in parallel is the traditional scheme for commercial
Peltier coolers. The thermal conductivity of the semiconductor regions is balanced with their electrical resistivity 关shown
in Fig. 3共c兲 as Joule heating兴 in order to maximize the value
of T hot⫺T cold . The operation of a traditional Peltier cooler is
intrinsically unipolar since the electrical current that contributes to the thermoelectric effect is carried only by majority
carriers. The average energy transported by carriers is constant through each semiconductor region and does not vary
with applied voltage bias.
III. p-n DIODE THERMOELECTRIC HEAT EXCHANGE

It is apparent from the position of the Fermi level in Fig.
3共c兲 that the Peltier coefficients of minority carriers in the
semiconductor regions are much larger than the respective
majority coefficients; however, the current in this structure is
composed exclusively of majority carriers. In order to introduce minority carriers and examine the resulting thermoelectric heat exchange model, we move to the diode structure of

FIG. 4. Homojunction diode in 共a兲 short-length approximation
and 共b兲 long-length approximation.

Fig. 3共b兲, in which the p-type and n-type regions are directly
connected.
In the case of an unbiased diode, a large built-in electric
field exists at the p-n interface; the drift current caused by
this field balances the diffusion current out of the doped regions. As the diode is forward biased, the potential barrier
seen by carriers at the interface is decreased, and a net current develops according to the standard diode equations.19
Carriers diffuse against the built-in potential by taking energy from the lattice; this can be seen as bipolar Peltier cooling that depends on the applied bias through the variation of
the internal potential.20 As the minority carrier concentrations increase exponentially in the regions on either side of
the junction, the effective Peltier coefficients for electrons
and holes decrease as shown in Fig. 1, and the heat exchange
at the junction is calculated separately for each kind of carrier.
A. Short-length approximation

To develop a thermoelectric model of the p-n diode, we
first examine the idealized structure shown in Fig. 4共a兲. Under the short-length approximation, all of the injected minority carriers are assumed to recombine at the Ohmic contacts
at the boundaries. The injected carrier concentration gradient
is assumed to vary linearly between the edge of the depletion
region and the ohmic contact, and the Peltier coefficient for
injected electrons in the p-type region between the contact
and the edge of the depletion region (⫺W p ⬍x⬍⫺x p ) is
given by applying Eq. 共5a兲 with a spatially varying concentration
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FIG. 5. 共a兲 Variation of ⌸ p,e with applied
voltage and in the p-type quasineutral region
(⫺W p ⬍x⬍⫺x p ⬇0) of a 2  m GaAs diode
doped
symmetrically
at
N D ⫽N A ⫽1
⫻1018 cm⫺3 . Dotted lines refer to the effective
value used for the region as given in Eq. 共8兲. 共b兲
Current-voltage relationship.

where V j is the junction voltage drop and n po ⫽n 2i /N A is the
equilibrium electron concentration in the p-type region in
terms of the intrinsic concentration n i . We neglect for now
voltage drops due to resistance in the quasineutral regions
that cause the overall bias voltage V to be different from the
junction voltage (IR⫽V⫺V j ⬇0) and examine these effects
in Sec. IV. As carriers experience diffusion cooling while
traversing the quasineutral region, the logarithmic relationship of concentration to the average transport energy causes
the Peltier coefficient ⌸ p,e to remain relatively constant
throughout much of the region while exhibiting a pronounced increase in magnitude near the contact as shown in
Fig. 5. We neglect this sharp rise in transport energy due to
the fact that carriers will immediately release this same
amount of energy as they recombine at the contact; the short
spatial scale suggests that a temperature gradient will not
develop here.
In order to obtain a simple analytic expression for the bias
dependence of ⌸ p,e , we approximate ⌸ p,e by its value at the
edge of the depletion region (x⫽⫺x p ) and rewrite Eq. 共7兲 as
⌸ p,e ⫽⌸ n,e ⫺ 共 V bi ⫺V j 兲
⫽V j ⫺
⫽⫺
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Since we are using the linear approximation as shown in Fig.
2, we apply Eq. 共9兲 even for large doping densities. The
validity of this approximation will be examined at the end of
this section.
The decrease of the bipolar Peltier coefficient within the
p-type region as the current bias is increased is depicted in
Fig. 6. Notice that the majority-carrier component stays
roughly constant, while the minority-carrier component does
not.
The difference in Peltier coefficient 共for both electrons
and holes兲 on either side of the depletion region is equal to
⌬⌸⫽V bi ⫺V j . Due to the fact that carriers are symmetrically distributed around the Fermi level in a metal, the Peltier
coefficient can be approximated as zero inside the ohmic
contacts. Noting that the minority carriers recombine at the
contacts and release heat energy qV j , the heat exchange
density at the p/metal contact 共in the absence of other heat
sources兲 can be written as
Q p/metal⫽⫺J e 共 ⌸ p,e ⫺V j 兲 ⫺J h ⌸ p,h ,

共12兲

where J e and J h are the electron and hole current densities
共both taken to be positive兲 and ⌸ p,e and ⌸ p,h are the electron
and hole Peltier coefficients in the p-type region given in
Eqs. 共8兲 and 共5b兲. Similar equations can be derived for the
n-type region; the heat exchange at the junction 共again in the
absence of other heat sources兲 is given by

where V bi is the built-in voltage given by
V bi ⬇

k BT N AN D
ln 2
q
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and J 0 is the diode saturation current density given in terms
of the electron and hole mobilities  e,h by
J 0 ⫽n 2i k B T
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where  Ae refers to the electron mobility in a region of doping concentration N A . The diode current density is related to
the applied voltage by
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FIG. 6. Bias dependence of the bipolar Peltier coefficient of the
p-type region.
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FIG. 7. The variation of J and ⫺Q j with increasing V j in a
symmetrically doped 1  m GaAs diode at two different doping
levels.

Q j ⫽J e 共 ⌸ p,e ⫺⌸ n,e 兲 ⫺J h 共 ⌸ n,h ⫺⌸ p,h 兲
⬇⫺J 共 V bi ⫺V j 兲 ,

共13a兲
共13b兲

where J⫽J e ⫹J h .
Notice that the total heat exchange given by the sum of
the contact terms and the junction term is equal to JV, which
is the total bias power on the device; the definition of the
Peltier coefficient satisfies energy conservation. Since the
bias current density J is related exponentially to the voltage
V j , the amount of cooling at the junction increases as the
device is increasingly forward biased, until V j approaches
V bi . By setting  Q j /  V j ⫽0, we see that the cooling power
is maximized when V bi ⫺V j ⫽k B T/q. This value of the junction barrier height is a similar conditions to that cited for
heterobarrier coolers utilizing thermionic emission.21 Using
this value in Eq. 共13b兲 gives
Q j,opt⫽⫺
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1 k BT
e q
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,
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where we define ‘‘minority conductivities’’ ˜ p ⬅q  Ae N D and
˜ n ⬅q  D
h N A ; e.g., the minority conductivity for the p-type
region is the product of the electron mobility in that region
times the donor concentration in the n-type region. If both
N D and N A are increased, the minority mobilities decrease,
but the minority conductivities show an overall increase;
thus, diode coolers typically do not have an optimum doping
as majority-carrier coolers do. As shown in Fig. 7, the maximum junction cooling power occurs for the maximum
doping.
Figure 8 plots Q j for a symmetric (W n ⫽W p ⫽0.5  m)
GaAs diode at several different symmetric (N D ⫽N A ) doping
levels. Carrier transport energies were calculated by solving
the drift-diffusion equations self-consistently with Poisson’s
equation,22–24 and the bipolar Peltier coefficients used in Eq.
共13a兲 were calculated by averaging Eq. 共1兲 for carriers in the
quasineutral regions outside the diode depletion width 共rather

FIG. 8. The variation of Q j with doping in a symmetrically
doped 1  m GaAs diode: dotted lines are derived from Eq. 共13b兲;
solid lines are derived from Eq. 共13a兲 using drift-diffusion simulations and reflect corrections due to nonzero recombination and
Fermi-Dirac statistics at high doping levels.

than simply taking the value at x⫽x p ), as shown in Fig. 9.
There is generally good agreement with Eq. 共13b兲. This can
also be seen in Fig. 10, which also compares the analytic
expressions derived above to numeric solutions. Notice that
the error in the linear approximation depicted in Fig. 2 is
small compared to the total difference in Peltier coefficients
across the junction ⌬⌸⬇V bi ⫺V j shown in Fig. 10. The
small error evident in the plots of Q j at low doping levels in
Fig. 8 is due to the resistance of the n-type and p-type regions that causes an additional voltage drop.
The change in effective Peltier coefficient for electrons
and holes at the diode’s junction takes place over their respective depletion widths, whose sum is given in terms of the
dielectric permittivity ⑀ s by
x tot⫽x n ⫹x p ⫽

冑⑀冉

冊

2 s N A ⫹N D
共 V bi ⫺V j 兲 .
q
N AN D

共15兲

Notice that increasing the doping level leads to an increased V bi and therefore a larger total cooling at the junction through Eq. 共13兲. For the symmetric case (N D ⫽N A ),
assuming N D ,N A ⬎n i , the cooling region width x tot also decreases with increased doping; this implies more concentrated cooling at the diode junction. However, calculation of
the spatial variation of the cooling term within the depletion
region is not described by this thermoelectric analysis due to
the comparable magnitudes of the energy relaxation length
and depletion width.
B. Long-length approximation

For the case in which the p-type and n-type regions are
longer than the electron and hole diffusion lengths, all of the
injected carriers are expected to recombine in the quasineutral regions rather than at the contacts. This approximation is
depicted in Fig. 4共b兲.
The bias power dissipated in the device is given by
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FIG. 9. Homojunction diode: band structure
共a兲,共c兲 and average transport energy Ē tr ⫽q 兩 ⌸ 兩
共b兲,共d兲 at 1.00 and 1.30 V respectively, for a
1  m GaAs diode doped symmetrically at N D
⫽N A ⫽5⫻1017 cm⫺3 . In 共b兲,共d兲 the dotted lines
refer to the averaged Peltier values used to calculate Q j .

We can rewrite the power dissipated through recombination
in terms of the band gap E g as
P recomb⫽J

Eg
⫺J 共 V bi ⫺V j 兲 ,
q

共17兲

to the recombination energy and the energy gain of carriers
prior to recombination, respectively.
If a fraction  opt of the recombination power is radiative
and leaves the diode, the total heat density 共neglecting resistive drops兲 can be written as

冉

where we have made use of the relation
⌸ p,h ⫺⌸ n,e ⫽

Eg
⫺V bi
q

Q total⫽J V⫺
共18兲

which is valid for homojunction diodes in the Boltzmann
approximation. The recombination power given in Eq. 共17兲 is
made up of two components E g and V bi ⫺V that are related

冊

Eg
 ,
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共19兲

which for Q total⬍0 yields the traditional constraint for optical refrigeration.1,2
IV. TEMPERATURE

For a layered device structure with thermal conductivity
k(x), the heat sources q(x) discussed above produce a
steady-state temperature T(x) according to the onedimensional heat equation d/dx 关 k(dT/dx) 兴 ⫽⫺q, where
q(x) is in units of W/cm3 . In order to examine the effects of
the rearrangement of the heat sources in a diode, we compare
its internal temperature profile to that of the traditional unipolar Peltier cooler shown in Fig. 3共a兲.
A. Conventional thermoelectric cooler

The cooling power at the cold junction of the traditional
cooler is given in terms of the Seebeck coefficients of the
p-type and n-type regions ␣ p and ␣ n by
q c ⫽ 共 ␣ p ⫺ ␣ n 兲 IT cold⫺K 共 T hot⫺T cold兲 ⫺
FIG. 10. Comparison of analytic and numeric solutions for
1  m GaAs diode ⫺Q j /J⫽V bi ⫺V j computed numerically from
Eq. 共13a兲 共solid lines兲 and approximated by Eq. 共13b兲 共dotted lines兲.

I 2R
,
2

共20兲

where K is the thermal conductance of the n-type and p-type
regions in parallel
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and R is the electrical resistance of the two regions in series
R⫽  p

Wp
Wn
⫹n
.
Ap
An

共22兲

The electrical resistivity of the n-type region  n is given by

 n⫽

1
q  hp⫹n p⫹q  ep⫹n n

1

⬇

qD
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.
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The Seebeck coefficient ␣ is related to the Peltier coefficient
by ⌸⫽T ␣ . By maximizing q c with respect to current, we
find25 that the maximum temperature difference T hot⫺T cold
for the traditional cooler can be written in terms of the figure
of merit Z by
1
2
,
共 T hot⫺T cold兲 max⫽ ZT cold
2

共 ␣ p⫺ ␣ n 兲2
.
KR

V bi ⫺V j,opt⫽

共24兲

where
Z⫽

* 共solid line兲 and fit W opt
* ⫽2.17(  * ) 0.39 共dotted
FIG. 11. W opt
line兲.
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The figure of merit reflects the optimal balance of Joule heating, heat conduction, and Peltier cooling.
B. Diode cooler

Q j ⫽J 共 V bi ⫺V j 兲 ⫺

K
J 2 RA
,
共 T 0 ⫺T j 兲 ⫺
A
2

冊

册
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共  pW p⫹  nW n 兲 ,
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where f ⬅(q/k B T j )J optRA. Likewise, we can write
KR⫽k

For a diode, we consider the short-length case in which
both ohmic contacts are heat sunk at a temperature T 0 ; here
we can calculate the maximum temperature difference (T 0
⫺T j ) max that can be achieved between the heat sink and the
diode junction. From the perspective of Fig. 3, we connect
the p-type and n-type regions directly together at the ‘‘cold’’
contact and let T j ⫽T cold and T 0 ⫽T hot . We neglect thermoelectric voltage drops caused by temperature gradients across
the semiconductor regions.
By using Eq. 共13b兲, we can write the cooling power density Q j at the junction in the short-length limit as

共28兲

where JdV j /dJ⬇k B T/q for a diode in the short-length approximation 关see Eq. 共11兲兴. Equation 共28兲 does not have an
analytic solution for the value of J opt , but we can arrive at a
numeric solution by rewriting it as

It can be shown that KR is minimized when

 pk n
W nA p
⫽
W pA n
 nk p

k BT j
⫹J optRA,
q

冉
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1
1
⫹
共  pW p⫹  nW n 兲,
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where we have assumed k n ⫽k p ⫽k.
In order to calculate the optimal diode geometry and bias,
we first examine the symmetric case (N A ⫽N D ) and later
look briefly at the asymmetric case. Equation 共14兲 suggests
that both the p-type and n-type regions should be maximally

共27兲

where the nonzero resistance of the quasi-neutral regions is
taken into account through V j ⫽V⫺JRA and half of the
Joule heat is assumed to flow back to the junction.25 The
device is assumed to have uniform cross section A p ⫽A n
⫽A. From a comparison of Eqs. 共20兲 and 共27兲 we see that
the effective Seebeck coefficients for the diode are dependent
on bias as well as on geometry and material.
The maximum cooling power density, found by setting
dQ j /dJ⫽0, is given by the condition

* and for W * ⫽1 共solid lines兲; fit
FIG. 12. g(  * ) for W * ⫽W opt
g opt⫽0.42⫺0.07 ln * 共dotted line兲.
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FIG. 13. Variation of ⌬T around the optimality point defined by
Eq. 共34兲 for  * ⫽30.

FIG. 15. Optimal value of J for several semiconductor diode
materials, assuming W n ⫽1  m.

doped in order to achieve the most cooling, making the symmetric case especially important. Equation 共29兲 now simplifies to

冉

1⫹ f ⫹ln f ⫽ln W * ⫹

1
W*

⫹  *⫹

1

*

冊

,

共31兲

where W * ⬅W n /W p and  * ⬅  e /  h . Equation 共30兲 can be
written as

KR⫽k  n

共 W * ⫹1 兲共 W * ⫹  * 兲

W*

.

冉 冊
冉 冊

1
k BT j
2k  n q

2

⌬T⫽

k BT j
1
2k  n q

2

⫽

共 f 2 ⫹2 f 兲 W *
共 W * ⫹1 兲共 W * ⫹  * 兲

g共 W *,  * 兲.

共33兲

The optimal value of W * can be found in terms of  * by the
condition  ⌬T/  W * ⫽0, as shown in Fig. 11; for typical
devices,  * ⬎1. The function g(W * ,  * ) defined in Eq. 共33兲
can now be expressed as a function of just  * , as shown in
Fig. 12; g opt is very closely approximated by a first-order
polynomial in ln *. Also shown is the value of g for a diode
with equal region widths (W * ⫽1) for comparison. The optimal value of ⌬T can now be derived from Eq. 共33兲:

共32兲
⌬T opt⫽

冉 冊冉

k BT j
1
2k  n q

2

冊

e
0.42⫺0.07 ln
.
h

共34兲

The maximum value of the temperature difference ⌬T
⫽T 0 ⫺T j is then given by setting Q j ⫽0 in Eq. 共27兲 so that
the cooling at the junction exactly balances the heat conduction

From comparison with Eqs. 共25兲 and 共24兲 we see that the
effective Seebeck coefficients for the diode after optimizing
for current density and geometry are proportional to k B /q by
a factor which is dependent on the ratio of the mobilities.

FIG. 14. Optimal value of W * for several semiconductor diode
materials.

FIG. 16. Optimal value of ⌬T for several semiconductor diode
materials.
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TABLE I. Material parameters of several semiconductors.

Si
GaAs
InSb
Ga0.47In0.53As
Hg0.8Cd0.2Te
a

k
共W/cm K兲

 ea
(cm2 /V s)

 ha
(cm2 /V s)

 *b

1.31
0.55
0.18
0.05
0.01

3200–100
8000–3000
100 000–10000
18 000–3000
20 000–5000

560–100
400–100
1000– 400
800–100
600– 60

6 –1
20–30
100–25
22–32
34 – 86

Doping range 1016⫺1019.
Calculated.

b

Notice that increasing the total diode width W tot⫽W n ⫹W p
共while keeping W * constant兲 has no effect on ⌬T opt but does
cause the optimal current J opt to decrease, since f is fixed but
R increases.
In order to examine the dependence of ⌬T on current
density and width ratio, we plot ⌬T/⌬T opt versus these variables in Fig. 13 for the value of  * ⫽30 共typical for many
diodes兲. As we move the current density away from its optimal value, we keep W * fixed at its optimal value for J
* , con⫽J opt , and vice versa. For J⬍J opt and for W * ⬍W opt
duction from the side heat sinks dominates, while for J
* , Joule heating dominates.
⬎J opt and for W * ⬎W opt
* , J opt , and ⌬T opt are plotted for symmetriValues of W opt
cally doped diodes of several semiconductor materials in
Figs. 14, 15, and 16, respectively. The material parameters
used are summarized in Table I. From Fig. 14 we see that W p
must often be kept small in order to ensure that W n is less
than the diffusion length and satisfies the short-length approximation. In Fig. 17 we plot the optimal current as a
function of total region width W tot for several materials
doped symmetrically at 1⫻1019 cm⫺3 . To examine the large
internal diode temperature gradients that can occur in a material with very low thermal conductivity and high mobility
such as Hg0.8Cd0.2Te, we plot the temperature profile of a
2  m device doped symmetrically at 1⫻1019 cm⫺3 for several values of W * in Fig. 18, assuming J⫽J opt⫽3.85

FIG. 17. J opt for several semiconductor diode materials doped
symmetrically at 1⫻1019 cm⫺3 .

FIG. 18. Internal temperature profile 共with respect to T 0 ⫽0) at
several values of W * for a 2  m Hg0.8Cd 0.2Te diode doped symmetrically at 1⫻1019 cm⫺3 , assuming J⫽J opt⫽3.85⫻105 A/cm2 .
The internal temperature minimum occurs at the junction
for T min⬍0.

* ⫽12.5 and
⫻105 A/cm2 . In Fig. 19, we assume W * ⫽W opt
plot the temperature profile for several values of J.
In the above solution to Eq. 共27兲 we have assumed symmetric doping. To examine the asymmetric case, we plot the
optimal temperature and optimal current density for a range
of doping profiles for a Hg0.8Cd0.2Te diode in which W p
⫽W n ⫽1  m, as shown in Figs. 20 and 21. As implied by
Eq. 共14兲, the best performance is achieved at the highest
doping levels 共unlike conventional majority-carrier thermoelectrics, in which there is an optimum carrier concentration兲
provided that the recombination lengths remain in the short
length limit. When W * is set to 1 instead of W opt , the optimal current density decreases, but it comes at the cost of a
lower optimal temperature.
Moving the junction to the center of the diode can be
beneficial if the heat sinks are not ideal. The cooling shown
in Figs. 16 and 20 depends on the constraint that both con-

FIG. 19. Internal temperature profile 共with respect to T 0 ⫽0) at
several values of J for a 2  m Hg0.8Cd0.2Te diode doped symmetri* ⫽12.5. The internal
cally at 1⫻1019 cm⫺3 , assuming W * ⫽W opt
temperature minimum occurs at the junction.
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FIG. 20. Optimal temperature for a Hg0.8Cd0.2Te diode with
W p ⫽W n ⫽1  m.

tacts are heat sunk at a constant temperature, while a real
device can have contact resistance and nonideal heat sinking.
For example, if a diode is grown on a thick semiconductor
substrate, carriers injected from the top side will recombine
over their diffusion length within the substrate; some of this
heat will be conducted back to the junction. Depending on
the device geometry, this can decrease the cooling effect.
The total amount of power dissipated in the conventional
Peltier cooler is equal to (JA) 2 R, while the diode dissipates
(JA) 2 R⫹JAV j . The extra power dissipated in the diode is
used to transport heat from the junction to the contacts
共where it is often more readily conducted away兲, producing
the thermal gradients discussed above. In the case for which
carriers recombine optically, the total power dissipated can
be less than (JA) 2 R, and an analysis similar to that given in
Sec. III B can be applied.
The dimensionless figure of merit ZT is defined through
Eq. 共24兲 and is given by 2⌬T opt /T. The ZT of most commercial Peltier coolers using bismuth telluride is approximately 1, while the value for a Hg0.8Cd0.2Te diode doped
symmetrically at 1⫻1019 cm⫺3 is approximately 0.2. It is
interesting to note that this figure is approximately the same
as the bulk ZT derived elsewhere,26 implying that bipolar
thermoelectric effects, although nonlinear and dependent on
coefficients that change with voltage, could be ultimately
limited by the conventional thermoelectric bulk figure of
merit. Based on the analytic expressions for bulk and diode
thermoelectric figure of merit, no direct relation between
them can be easily seen. This is especially the case since the
optimum doping is different for the two cases. The fact that
the numerical values of these figures of merit are similar 共at
the highest dopings that can be easily achieved for a diode兲
needs further investigation. While the diode is not appropriate as an external cooler, the internal temperature difference
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FIG. 21. Optimal current density for a Hg0.8Cd0.2Te diode with
W p ⫽W n ⫽1  m.

that it can sustain is significant. For a device in which external cooling is unsuitable, the internal cooling mechanism of
the diode 共and of bipolar devices in general兲 can be optimized.
V. CONCLUSION

The bipolar Peltier coefficient can be used to model thermoelectric heat exchange as a function of device bias in
minority-carrier devices. Analytic expressions can be derived
which yield optimal bias conditions for thermoelectric cooling; several material systems show the capability for large
internal temperature gradients. This type of internal thermoelectric cooling has many implications for device designs in
which heat management is important and for which external
cooling is not desirable or not effective.
The mechanism of diode thermoelectric cooling is especially relevant to semiconductor laser diodes, whose performance is strongly dependent on the junction temperature.
Since most lasers employ heterostructures for the confinement of carriers and the optical mode, the analysis presented
here must be extended in order to account for the traversal of
carriers across heterointerfaces. In this case, numerical simulation of carrier transport can be used to derive biasdependent Peltier coefficients for each layer in a device. This
method has been used to show that laser diodes can be optimized through the use of type-II heterointerfaces and appropriate doping such that thermoelectric cooling causes a significant decrease in the temperature of the active region.27
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